Fighting the Fall of the Wild

It is a crisp February morning. Twenty
expectant minutes have passed since we
left the cars at the pull-in. Now warm
from exertion, we spot the first sign. A
clearly distinguishable track of the
animal we have come to search for, the
reason we are there. A little further up
the path we encounter two large piles
of newly upturned soil and roots,
probably from the previous night.
These guiding “cairns” become more
regular as we continue to ascend,
putting distance between ourselves and
the road.
«««««««««
The mighty that have fallen
Britain’s terrestrial ecosystems are
majorly depleted. Missing are key
elements of the mammalian fauna. If
we tally extirpated species against a
native inventory defined as taxa present
when the English Channel formed
about 8500 years ago, the list of lost
mammals includes the brown bear,
Eurasian elk, Eurasian lynx, grey wolf,
and reindeer, and probably the
wolverine too (Yalden, 2005). The
Eurasian beaver and wild boar were
also lost from our fauna but have since
become re-established in the wild after
releases and escapes.
While the extirpation of reindeer is
probably attributable to pre-industrial
climate change (Monbiot, 2014), it
seems that the disappearance of the
other species was in large part down to
a combination of overhunting,
persecution, and habitat loss at the
hands of humans.
«««««««««
As our path flattens off, we stop to
catch our breath. Five clouds of vapour
condense rhythmically. The signs of
activity in the forest are more striking
here. We form a semi-circle around the
stump of a former giant, each of us
quiet, staring down. The base is like a
floating island, the earth around it

having been excavated. The trees feel
denser now. Nearby, a spreading mess
of conifer needles betrays the demolition
of a wood ant mound: further evidence
of a formidable engineer at work.
«««««««««
Why does it matter?
From an ecological viewpoint, the
mammals that have become
anthropogenically absent from our fauna
were not mere bystanders; rather, they
include apex predators, keystone
species, and ecosystem engineers. The
diminished state of the ecosystems – and
the intrinsic trophic relationships – left
by their parting presents enormous
challenges to the current human
management of natural resources. For
example, woodland regeneration can be
severely inhibited by the browsing of
deer, with their populations expanding
and their wariness lost in the absence of
a natural non-human predator. The flipside of this ecological coin is to consider
what might result from reintroducing
lost species. Some of the potential
benefits of reintroductions that have
already been widely considered relate to
solving environmental problems faced
by humans. Improved water retention in
the uplands through restored beaver
populations, for instance, could ease the
“boom and bust” cycle of water
availability faced in parts of the country
(Gow, 2006).
Another important standpoint to
consider is that of the naturalist, for
whom the missing mammal cohort
includes charismatic species that would
set the heart racing and transform the
feel of a habitat. In this vein, an
“enhanced opportunity for people to
engage with and delight in the natural
world” is a significant element of the
argument presented by George Monbiot
for “rewilding” (a term encompassing
habitat restoration and species
reintroduction) in his book Feral
(Monbiot, 2014).
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In some ways, ecological and
naturalistic considerations are interrelated. As an illustration of this, again
quoting from Monbiot (2014), in areas
where wild boar are absent,
reintroducing them “will catalyse
some of the dynamic processes
missing” from our ecosystems. The
result might be a more varied native
woodland flora, in place of bracken or
bramble domination.
Alongside the resulting practical
problems faced by humans and the
dulled sense of naturalistic wonder in
our diminished ecosystems, there is a
third thread to consider, that of ethics.
An anthropocentric ethic places an
inherent value of existence on humans
alone (with other elements of an
ecosystem only having value in as
much as they can serve humans). But
if this sphere of inherent value is
expanded to additionally include nonhuman animals, plants, and the various
other biotic and non-biotic
components of ecosystems – as it is in
an ecocentric ethic – then the humancaused extirpation of non-human
species becomes ethically wrong. I
believe – and here I diverge from
Monbiot’s argument – that the
inherent value of existence for nonhuman nature is also a significant
element of the case for rewilding.
«««««««««
The droppings are fresh here; we are
close. Striking off on a perpendicular
from the worn path, we force a route
through the low, spring-loaded
branches of larches and hemlocks. In
a small opening, as we pause for
respite, the sharp cracking sound of a
branch being trampled nearby stirs
our senses. We resume, instinctively
transitioning from hushed tones to
silence, and are funnelled by
converging impenetrable thickets into
a mini-wetland. Hand signals from our
leader guide us along semi-frozen
ridges that cut through a cluster of
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shallow, muddy pools created by the
excavator we are tracking.
«««««««««
Challenges and opportunities
There are major overarching
hindrances to the potential success of
appropriate species reintroductions in
the future, as well as the fate of the two
species that have already been locally
reintroduced (the wild boar and the
beaver). The way in which humans use
the land is shaped by a government
with the illogical primary goal of
perpetual economic growth, coupled
with big corporations that, for the most
part, have a very narrow focus – on
profits. It is not surprising, then, that
the pressure of our growing population
is released via the valves of habitat
loss and environmental degradation.
(That the economy is part of the
natural world and not the other way
round is something few politicians
grasp.) To add to these problems,
nature must also contend with a
rapidly changing climate and the
increasing threat of translocated pests
and pathogens that comes with a
globalized economy.

Excavation by wild boar around a tree stump
Photo: Philip Gray

With these dark clouds hanging
above us, is there hope for preserving
and restoring the wild in Britain?
I believe that there are several
reasons for optimism. First, through the
scientific study of ecosystems, we are,
as a society, undergoing an
enlightenment on the importance of
ecological integrity for the world’s
functioning – and the dangers posed to

humans from simplifying the natural
order. Secondly, a significant section of
the general public is broadly
sympathetic to the plight of native wild
animals and plants. Thirdly, the rural
economy is undergoing a dramatic
shift, with potential effects including an
increased availability of land to “give
back to nature” in the uplands, as well
as the potential for a political desire to

Two day nests of wild boar
Photo: Michael Demidecki
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fair, balanced solutions (including, for
instance the introduction of
compensation schemes for livestock
depredation).
I hope that naturalists will provide a
loud collective voice to support
appropriate reintroductions and to
passionately defend those species –
wild boar and beaver – that are already
becoming re-established. Alongside the
species concerned and the functioning
of our terrestrial ecosystems, I believe
that we as naturalists stand to benefit
the most.

Wild boar wallow
Photo: Michael Demidecki

generate novel income sources, which
could, for example, include furthering
nature-based tourism.
«««««««««
We emerge through a gap in the
otherwise impermeable trees onto a
hillside glade. The sudden brightness
forces our pupils into sharp focus and
we see six sets of scurrying legs. We
move after them, but a prolonged,
thunderous grunt from a few feet away
is enough for us to reverse our course.
Not in fear but out of a deep respect,
we move up the slope of the glade and
away from the source of the sound.
The winter sun warms my neck and,
turning occasionally as I climb, an
overwhelming feeling rushes through
me. It was one I had experienced
before, but abroad, not in Britain.
I was in the dominion of another
species. The realm of a non-human
beast.
The wild boar of the Forest of Dean.
«««««««««
What might the future hold?
Repairing ecological integrity in
Britain is, in short, going to require
both habitat restoration and species
reintroductions.

There are already several notable
examples of successfully established
habitat restoration projects in Britain,
such as Trees for Life, the Carrifran
Wildwood, and Wild Ennerdale, and
others in their infancy, including the
Cambrian Wildwood (for more
details, see the “Websites” section at
the end of the article). The
continuation, proliferation, and
expansion of such projects will be a
significant element in fighting the
“fall of the wild” and enhancing the
opportunities for enchantment
available to naturalists in Britain.
And what of the candidates for
reintroduction? In Feral, Monbiot
considers the case for reintroduction
of extirpated species in Britain and
gives a score out of 10 for the
suitability of each one. Among the
absent species listed earlier, the
Eurasian elk receives a 10, the
Eurasian lynx a 9, the grey wolf a 7,
the wolverine a 4, the brown bear a 3,
and the reindeer a 2. Monbiot also
provides scores for the wild boar and
the beaver, which have already
experienced reintroduction on a local
scale. Both species get a 10.
There are, of course, intricate
social issues to consider, particularly
regarding the reintroduction of
species such as wolves, which pose
significant threats to livestock, and
bears, with which there would be a
significant public safety issue. Broad
consultation will be needed to achieve
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Websites
Cambrian Wildwood:
www.cambrianwildwood.org
Carrifran Wildwood:
www.carrifran.org.uk
Trees for Life: www.treesforlife.org.uk
Wild Ennerdale:
www.wildennerdale.co.uk
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